A Complex Second Request
Comes Into Focus
CASE STUDY

With the expert guidance of the Lighthouse Focus Discovery team,
a leading media company saw major data reduction
and received total acceptance of the technology-assisted
review process from the DOJ during an HSR second request.

What They Needed
1.1. million documents analyzed, organized, prioritized,
reviewed, and produced in 75 days.
During a merger, Lighthouse’s client received an HSR Second
Request from the DOJ and had a short window to respond in
defense of the transaction. The DOJ issued broad discovery
requests requiring a fast technology-assisted review (TAR) to
define the production and review corpus. In the face of this
challenge, the client looked to Lighthouse’s Focus Discovery
team, with its technology and review expertise, to leverage
appropriate, strategic review and technology solutions and
guide the process of responding to the DOJ’s requests.

75 d

MATTER LENGTH IN DAYS

1.1 m

POTENTIAL REVIEW SET

70%

FOCUS DISCOVERY
TAR REDUCTION

17%

FOCUS DISCOVERY
ANALYTICS REDUCTION
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How We Did It
TAR AND ANALYTICS EXPERIENCE,
EXPERT REVIEW GUIDANCE, AND
PRIVILEGE CATEGORIZATION.
The Focus Discovery team guided the client through a TAR
review with a quick turn, training the client’s experts and
working in concert with the client and its outside counsel
to deploy a defensible TAR process. Leveraging the Focus
Discovery team’s substantive expertise helped the client
cull down their initial review set by nearly 70% to a potential
review data set of approximately 350,000 documents, after
which the Focus Discovery team provided further reductions
through the use of analysis and additional technology
solutions.

A FOCUSED APPROACH
The Focus Discovery team went beyond providing technical
expertise, and worked with the client to understand
the subject matter and goals of the case, allowing the
Focus Discovery team to provide more strategic review
recommendations to the client, including the cutoff score
for the potential review set. The Focus Discovery team
served as the TAR expert for the client with the DOJ to
ensure compliance with the requested process assurances,
explanations, and documentation. After results were
reported, the DOJ requested a unique validation of the TAR
process at three levels of recall and precision. The Focus
Discovery team leveraged its deep understanding of the
TAR technology to work hand-in-hand with the client and
counsel to provide statistical samples and guide the DOJ
through the TAR validation process that ultimately resulted in
total acceptance of the TAR by the DOJ.
Beyond the TAR process, the Focus Discovery team applied
additional technology solutions and deeper analysis to
further reduce and organize the review corpus. Analysis
and sampling of documents within the review corpus that
contained minimal text led to a review set reduction of
approximately 150,000 records. An in-depth analysis of
the client’s 1,000 privilege terms revealed several terms
returning overly-broad results. Eliminating those terms
reduced the privilege review set by an additional 40,000
records.
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CASE OVERVIEW

Potetial Review
Corpus
Technology
Assisted Review
70% Reduction

Analytics
17% Reduction

Linear Review
Corpus

TARGETED TECHNOLOGY AND EXPERTISE
The Focus Discovery team’s technology expertise,
recommendations, and experience with TAR and working
with the DOJ gave the client the insights and solutions they
needed to significantly reduce the amount of documents
requiring eyes on review, and make informed, strategic case
decisions. The collaborative approach to the TAR review
between the Focus Discovery team, the client, and outside
counsel created a smooth process of working with the DOJ
to perform multiple validations of the results of the TAR
review, and engendered trust in the process from the DOJ.
Proactive statistical sampling of documents containing
minimal text, combined with analysis of the clients’ privilege
terms, eliminated nearly 200,000 records from either linear
review or privilege review after TAR, allowing the client to
strategically prioritize their review, and reduce the overall
time spent on the review. With this significant reduction in
the amount of documents for review, the client easily met
the production deadline from the DOJ.

The Results
87% data reduction, and complete acceptance of process
and an on-time production to the DOJ.
This matter demonstrates how Focus Discovery can facilitate
business success. Here, the Focus Discovery team was
able to facilitate a merger by meeting arduous discovery
demands through technology and subject matter expertise.
The Focus Discovery team’s guidance of the TAR ensured
defensibility of the TAR process to the DOJ and early
analysis of immaterial items eliminated 150,000 documents
from review. Post TAR analysis of privilege terms resulted
in additional reduction of documents for privilege review.
Overall, the Focus Discovery team’s understanding of the
case and the best available technology solutions reduced
the client’s data set by 87%, saving the client and offered
deeper insights into their data, and greater control over the
entire process of responding to the DOJ’s requests.
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About Lighthouse
Lighthouse provides software and services to manage the increasingly complex landscape of enterprise
data for compliance and legal teams. Lighthouse leads by developing proprietary technology that
integrates with industry-leading third-party software, automating workflows, and creating an easy-to-use,
end-to-end platform. Lighthouse also delivers unique proprietary applications and advisory services that
are highly valuable for large, complex matters, and a new SaaS platform designed for in-house teams.
Whether reacting to incidents like litigation or governmental investigations, or designing programs to
proactively minimize the potential for future incidents, Lighthouse partners with multinational industry
leaders, top global law firms, and the world’s leading software provider as a channel partner.

Contact us to find out what Lighthouse can do for your business.
(206) 223–9690 | lighthouseglobal.com | info@lighthouseglobal.com
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